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Abstract

It has been difficult to establish trends in the observed jet streams, despite modelling studies suggesting they will move polewards

in a warming world. While this is partly due to biases between the models and observations, we propose that another uncertainty

is rooted in the choice of statistic used to determine the ‘jet latitude’ — one measure used to quantify the jet position. We use

seven different jet latitude statistics, four climate reanalysis products, and CMIP6 simulations to assess the relative importance

of different uncertainties associated with North Pacific Jet (NPJ) trends. Our results show a statistically significant poleward

trend in the observed winter NPJ across all reanalyses and using all jet latitude statistics. The magnitude of this trend is most

sensitive to the choice of statistic. Furthermore, we find that the NPJ shifts poleward in Autumn under high emission scenarios,

which is robust to the choice of jet statistic.
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Key Points:7

• We find a significant poleward trend in the winter North Pacific Jet position that8

is robust to reanalysis and metric uncertainty.9

• The choice of jet metric creates more uncertainty than the choice of reanalysis in10

estimating the winter North Pacific Jet trend.11

• We find an end-of-century poleward shift during autumn under very high emis-12

sions that is robust to metric and model uncertainty.13
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Abstract14

It has been difficult to establish trends in the observed jet streams, despite modelling15

studies suggesting that they will move polewards in a warming world. While this is partly16

due to biases between the models and observations, we propose that another uncertainty17

is rooted in the choice of statistic used to determine the ‘jet latitude’ — one measure used18

to quantify the jet position. We use seven different jet latitude statistics, four climate19

reanalysis products, and CMIP6 simulations to assess the relative importance of differ-20

ent uncertainties associated with North Pacific Jet (NPJ) trends. Our results show a sta-21

tistically significant poleward trend in the observed winter NPJ across all reanalyses and22

using all jet latitude statistics. The magnitude of this trend is most sensitive to the choice23

of statistic. Furthermore, we find that the NPJ shifts poleward in Autumn under high24

emission scenarios, which is robust to the choice of jet statistic.25

Plain Language Summary26

Jet streams are ribbons of fast-flowing air that flow from west to east in both hemi-27

spheres high up in the atmosphere. Their speed and position affect how moisture and28

heat are transported across the planet, such that they act as an important control on29

surface weather patterns. In a warming world, the atmosphere does not warm uniformly,30

creating an imbalance in the processes determining where jet streams form. While cli-31

mate models have generally suggested that these processes will shift the jet streams to-32

wards the poles, this has been difficult to establish in observations. Here, we argue that33

a major part of the uncertainty of determining this poleward trend comes from precisely34

which statistic is used to define a jet’s location. Our analysis measures the differences35

in the North Pacific Jet position trend using different jet statistics and datasets. We show36

that the choice of statistic used to define the jet stream produces more uncertainty than37

the choice of dataset. We find a statistically significant poleward trend in the wintertime38

North Pacific Jet position in the observational record and a significant end-of-century39

autumn poleward shift projected under very high emission scenarios.40

1 Introduction41

Jet streams are instantaneous features of the Earth’s general atmospheric circu-42

lation that manifest as fast-flowing ribbons of air and develop near the tropopause (Vallis,43

2019). The impact of increased anthropogenic greenhouse gas concentrations on the cli-44

matological position of the jet streams has received much attention recently, but it has45

been difficult to establish trends in their position that are robust to both modelling and46

observational analysis (Archer & Caldeira, 2008; Cohen et al., 2020; Stendel et al., 2021).47

Modelling studies generally predict a poleward shift of the jet’s position in response to48

an amplified upper-level tropical warming, which is expected to strengthen the upper-49

level poleward temperature gradient in the 21st century (Lu et al., 2007; Lorenz & DeWeaver,50

2007; Rivière, 2011; Santer et al., 2017). On the other hand, modelling has also shown51

the sensitivity of jet position to a competing effect, lower-level Arctic Amplification, which52

acts to mute the poleward shift of the Northern Hemisphere jets in winter (Peings et al.,53

2019; Curtis et al., 2020; Screen et al., 2022).54

From observational research, there has generally been little consensus about the55

past movement of the jet position. Recently, trends have begun emerging that share sim-56

ilarities to trends in modelling studies: i.e. a (weak) poleward trend of the jet position57

in the last few decades (e.g. Martin, 2021; Woollings et al., 2023). However, these find-58

ings are subject to significant uncertainties and are not fully consistent with modelling59

research (Cohen et al., 2020; Oudar et al., 2020). We propose that this is partly due to60

the influence of different methodological approaches used to capture the jet position trends.61

A major limitation of most research into jet stream trends is a reliance on a single statis-62

tic to determine jet latitude position. Each statistic has assumptions about the appro-63
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priate region, vertical level and temporal resolution with which to capture the structure64

and/or climatology of a given jet stream within a given time window (Keel et al., 2024).65

In this research, we examine climatological-scale trends of the lower tropospheric66

North Pacific Jet (NPJ) and assess the relative importance of the associated uncertain-67

ties in estimating its position. To do this, we define and assess four types of uncertainty:68

(a) metric uncertainty arising from uncertainty about the choice of jet statistic, (b) model69

uncertainty arising from the choice of model, (c) internal variability arising from spread70

amongst the realisation of the same climate model, and (d) scenario uncertainty aris-71

ing from uncertainty about forcing trajectories.72

2 Data and Methods73

2.1 Data74

We use daily u-component wind speed data (in ms−1) between 1st January 198075

and 31st December 2021 from four modern climate reanalysis datasets: ERA5 (Hersbach76

et al., 2020), JRA-55 (Kobayashi et al., 2015), MERRA-2 (Global Modeling and Assim-77

ilation Office, 2015) and NCEP DOE II (Kanamitsu et al., 2002). A standardised North78

Pacific region (120-240◦W, 20-70◦N) is adopted at two pressure levels: 800 and 700 hPa.79

All data is processed at its native resolution.80

Daily u-component wind (in ms−1) were also retrieved from 28 models from 16 mod-81

elling groups of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 6 (CMIP6; Eyring82

et al., 2016) for the historical, SSP1-2.6, SSP2-4.5, SSP3-7.0, SSP5-8.5 experiments. Where83

available, multiple realisations of each simulation were obtained. A full list of models and84

realisations used in this study is provided in Table S1.85

We also extract monthly mean temperature and all vertical levels of u-component86

wind for this period from ERA5 (Hersbach et al., 2020). From this monthly data, we cal-87

culate three climate indices introduced in Manzini et al. (2014) and modified by Oudar88

et al. (2020):89

1. Arctic Amplification (AA): zonal mean temperature change between 1000–700 hPa90

and 60–90◦N.91

2. Tropical Amplification (TA): zonal mean temperature change between 400–15092

hPa and 20◦S to20◦N.93

3. Polar Vortex Strength (PVS): zonal mean u-component wind change between 250–3094

hPa and 70–90◦N.95

We express each of these indices as an anomaly relative to 1980-2022. Data for a fourth96

climate index, Monthly Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO; Mantua et al., 1997), were re-97

trieved for the period from the KNMI Climate Explorer (https://climexp.knmi.nl, Trouet98

& Van Oldenborgh, 2013).99

2.2 Analysis techniques100

We use seven different jet statistics to extract a jet latitude from zonal wind speed101

(Table 1). These statistics have been chosen based on their popularity and similarity of102

scope (to extract a single value of jet latitude in lower tropospheric winds), and each are103

available in Python’s jsmetrics package (Keel et al., 2024). These methods were primar-104

ily developed for low-level (500-925 hPa) zonal winds, making them more appropriate105

for assessing the eddy-driven components.106

We compute each statistic on the standardised North Pacific region (regardless of107

the original metric definition). Each metric also estimates jet speed, but this analysis108

focuses only on jet position. Zappa et al. (2018), here Z18, initially developed for monthly109
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Table 1. Jet latitude statistics used in this study. The original methodology provides all

pressure levels and temporal specifications. All statistics are included in the jsmetrics Python

package (Keel et al., 2024).

Code Study hPa Temporal Method

W10 Woollings et al. (2010) 700-925 Daily Lanczos low-pass filter
then Fourier filter over
max wind speed

BP13 Barnes and Polvani (2013) 700-850 Daily Low-pass filter then
quadratic interpolation

GP14 Grise and Polvani (2014) 850 Daily Quadratic interpolation of
max wind speed

BS17 Barnes and Simpson (2017) 700 10-day Maximum wind speed
B18 Bracegirdle et al. (2018) 850 Annual Cubic-spline interpolation

of max wind speed
Z18 Zappa et al. (2018)1 850 Monthly Centroid of wind speed

profile
K20 Kerr et al. (2020)2 500 Daily Smoothed max wind

speed by longitude
1 Adapted from Ceppi et al. (2018); 2 Adapted from Barnes and Fiore (2013)

resolution data, is calculated at a daily resolution in this research using jsmetrics (Keel110

et al., 2024). B18 was developed for seasonal and annual means, so it is not included in111

the comparison of monthly jet latitude.112

We use a Mann-Kendall test to analyse jet position trends. This test looks for mono-113

tonically increasing or decreasing trends, and the null hypothesis is that no monotonic114

trend exists. We use a Mann-Whitney U test for differences to determine shifts in the115

jet position between two time periods. The null hypothesis is that no difference exists116

between the two samples. Finally, we use a Gaussian Kernel Density Estimation to gen-117

erate the probability density function of jet latitude trends and shifts.118

3 Results119

3.1 Observational trends in the North Pacific Jet position120

Between 1980-2022, a weak negative correlation is shown between the record of each121

of the jet statistics and PDO (τ=-0.12 to -0.18), as determined by Kendall’s τ correla-122

tion coefficient (Figure 1). Although there are increasing trends in the Arctic and Trop-123

ical Amplification indices, they show a non-significant correlation with the jet statistics.124

A linear poleward trend in the latitude of the low-level NPJ is shown in the record125

of each jet statistic, varying between 0.22-0.30◦N per decade. However, this poleward126

trend is only a statistically significant monotonic increase using GP14, Z18, and K20.127

Estimates of the jet latitude vary between the methods, with the jet latitude from K20128

being relatively more poleward than the other statistics (see 43◦ N dashed line). Esti-129

mates from B18 indicate that the annual jet position has become increasingly narrow,130

and this has also been suggested in modelling research as forced by a tug of war on the131

jet stream between AA-TA (e.g. Peings et al., 2018, who look at the narrowing of the132

winter North Atlantic Jet).133

Next, the NPJ position trend is separated into four seasons and with four climate134

reanalyses (Figure 2). By introducing additional reanalyses here, we can quantitatively135
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Figure 1. Annually smoothed monthly-mean trends of four climate indices and seven jet lat-

itude statistics (B18 is one value per year) over a standardised North Pacific region calculated

using ERA5 (Hersbach et al., 2020). A linear regression is drawn through each variable, and

the slope is presented by year. Mann-Kendall tests are run for each variable, and their p-values

are expressed next to the slope (*p<0.05, **p<0.01). Kendall’s Tau correlation coefficients are

provided to show the range of correlation between each of the four climate indices and the jet

statistics, except B18 (*p<0.05, **p<0.01). For each jet statistic, a grey dashed line is drawn at

43◦N.
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compare the relative importance of metric and model uncertainty in estimating the jet136

latitude trend between 1980-2021. For every season except DJF, there is some uncertainty137

in the sign of the observational trend (i.e. at least one statistic-observation combination138

shows an equatorward trend) with JJA expressing the largest spread (-0.07–0.74 ◦N per139

decade; Figure 2c). Yet in DJF, when the climatological average jet is furthest south and140

is most closely linked to the edge of the Hadley Cell (e.g. Park & An, 2014), the trend141

of the NPJ latitude is shown to have been moving poleward between 0.34–0.85◦N per142

decade (Figure 2a). The poleward DJF trend is statistically significant when examined143

using every combination of reanalysis and jet latitude statistics.144

In each season, the jet latitude statistic used (i.e. the metric uncertainty) has a larger145

influence than which reanalysis is used (i.e. the model uncertainty) for the estimation146

of the jet latitude trend. We quantify reanalysis and model uncertainty by calculating147

the maximum and minimum trend in jet latitude with a fixed metric but different re-148

analysis. We calculate metric uncertainty by calculating the difference in estimated trends149

for a fixed reanalysis but a different metric. In DJF, the metric uncertainty ranges from150

0.25-0.4◦N per decade across the reanalyses and the model uncertainty ranges from 0.12-151

0.20◦N per decade across the metrics. In comparing these two ranges, we can determine152

that the uncertainty in the choice of statistic in DJF lies outside, and is more than, the153

range of uncertainty from choice of reanalysis in DJF (i.e. by at least 0.05◦N per decade).154

In all the other seasons, model uncertainty is a lower value. The metric uncertainty155

ranges between 0.16-0.24◦N per decade (MAM), 0.31-0.54◦N per decade (JJA), and 0.14-156

0.29◦N per decade (SON) and the model uncertainty ranges between 0.12-0.23◦N per decade157

(MAM), 0.26-0.53◦N per decade (JJA), and 0.08-0.21◦N per decade (SON). The widest158

range of both metric and model uncertainty about the NPJ trend is in JJA, and this is159

the only season where the maximum model uncertainty is higher than the maximum met-160

ric uncertainty (occurring across the JRA-55) (Figure 2c). No pattern suggests that some161

metrics or reanalyses perform systematically better across the seasons or that an ide-162

alised metric-dataset combination exists.163

3.2 Projections of the shift of the North Pacific Jet position164

The end-of-century (2070-2100) annual NPJ position is shown to move further pole-165

ward under increased GHG forcing trajectories in CMIP6 ScenarioMIP, and this shift166

is irrespective of the metric used (Figure 3). Simulated jet latitudes exhibit an equator-167

ward bias annually when compared to the spread of the four modern reanalysis sets in168

accordance with findings from previous studies (e.g. Bracegirdle et al., 2022, and refer-169

ences therein). This annual equatorward bias is more pronounced in W10, BP13 and GP14,170

where the 5-year running mean and inter-annual variability of the reanalyses lies out-171

side the range of jet latitude estimation in the historical experiments (see purple and grey172

boxes in Figure 3). The equatorward bias also has seasonal and metric dependence, pri-173

marily shown in DJF and SON (Figures S1-S4). Figure 3 shows synchronicity in the multi-174

decadal variability in the reanalysis between all metrics, except BS17, when viewed as175

a 5-year running mean, unlike the monthly values in Figure 1. A poleward shift that in-176

creases under higher GHG emission scenarios is seen each season except JJA (Figures177

S1-S4), with the shift in SON the most pronounced across the metrics.178

To compare the relative importance of the internal variability, metric and model179

uncertainty, we examine the shift in the NPJ latitude projected between 30 years in the180

historical (1985-2014) and SSP5-8.5 (2070-2100) experiments in Figure 4. In this figure,181

the 28 models are ordered in descending order regarding future mean shift, and the colour182

denotes their similarity to the four reanalyses. We found no clear relationships between183

the similarity of any given model to the four reanalyses and the extent of the jet shift184

shown (Figure 4a). The majority of the models have an equatorward bias. While the ob-185

servational trend of the NPJ was found to be poleward in DJF (Figure 2a), across the186
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Figure 2. Kernel density estimates of the decadal trend of the North Pacific Jet latitude be-

tween 1st January 1980 and 31st December 2021 for each of four seasons, as estimated by four

modern climate reanalysis products and six jet latitude statistics. Transparency indicates the

statistical significance of the monotonic trend, as determined by a Mann-Kendall test. Opaque

symbols indicate that the trend is statistically significant (p<0.05).

models, there is no certainty about the sign of a shift in the annual mean (2.5%-97.5%187

confidence interval: -0.42–1.93◦N) or within in any season at the end-of-century under188

the stronger GHG forcing scenario. The projected shift was found to be most poleward189

in SON, versus the other seasons, within the 2.5%-97.5% confidence interval (-0.25–2.63◦N;190

Figure 4a).191

The end-of-century DJF jet latitude shift is compared by metric across the mod-192

els and by model across the statistics in the second and third panels of Fig 4a. The shift193

is generally associated with greater model uncertainty than metric uncertainty ([CHRIS194

CHECK] and the same is true for SON, see Figure S5). The projection of the shift varies195

between -0.76-2.6◦N (95 PI; mean 0.89) across all the jet statistics and between -1.56-196

3.47◦N (mean 0.89) across the CMIP6 models (-0.85-2.9◦ N when using realisation mean).197

W10, BP13, GP14 and BS17 express a similar mean (within 0.04◦ N), and the major-198

ity of the models have a well-confined statistical range of 0.26-1.71◦ N (mean 0.74◦ N;199

0.26-1.16◦ N if NorESM2-MM is excluded).200

In Fig 4b&c, we examine models with multiple realisations to compare initial con-201

dition uncertainty in DJF and SON, the two seasons with the strongest poleward shifts.202

Generally, there is a relatively large amount of spread within realisations of an individ-203

ual model estimating future mean shift, varying between 0.79-2.9◦N (mean 1.93◦N) for204

DJF and 0.79-2.7◦N (mean 1.7◦N) for SON. There is some indication that different runs205

have a varying degree of associated metric uncertainty. For DJF, HadGEM3-GC31-MM206

is the only model where all the realisations of the model show a statistically significant207

difference (p<0.05; determined by a Mann-Whitney U test for differences) across all statis-208

tics used. For SON, 6 out of the 10 multi-realisation models show a statistically signif-209

icant difference across all realisations and statistics used. We also ran the Mann-Whitney210
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Figure 3. 5-year running mean projections of North Pacific Jet latitude with 5-year run-

ning standard deviation envelope. Each CMIP6 experiment contains outputs from the same 23

models. Purple lines represent the 5-rolling running mean from ERA5, JRA-55, MERRA 2 and

NCEP DOE II reanalysis datasets between 1st January 1980 and 31st December 2021. Bars in

each subplot relate to the standard deviation range about the mean of the last 30 years of the

given model output. For each jet statistic, a grey dashed line is drawn at 43◦N as in Fig. 1.
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Figure 4. (a) Comparison of the end-of-century North Pacific Jet position shift between

SSP5-8.5 (2070-2100) and Historical (1985-2014) experiments by annual mean and season (first

panel), by metric (DJF only; second panel) and by CMIP6 model (DJF only; third panel). The

height of each error bar represents the 2.5%-97.5% confidence interval, and the middle marker

represents the mean. Grey bars represent the 2.5%-97.5% confidence interval of the ensemble

spread of all estimations in models with multiple realisations. For these multi-realisation models,

the error bar represents the spread of the means. Colour represents the difference between each

model’s mean estimation and the reanalyses mean for each metric. Kernel density estimation

of DJF (b) and SON (c) mean jet position shifts between the end-of-century SSP5-8.5 (2070-

2100) and Historical (1985-2014) experiments within multi-realisation CMIP6 models. The error

bar of each realisation within the modelling groups represents the range of estimates produced

by the six jet statistics, with the markers representing the mean of those values. Transparency

of the marker is used to signify the statistical significance of a Mann-Whitney U test. Opaque

symbols signify that the trend is statistically significant (p<0.05). Grey bars represent the area

between the 10th and 90th percentile (80% of the models) and 17th and 83rd percentile (66% of

the models) of one run from each of the 28 CMIP6 models used in this analysis.
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U test for differences across all the realisations of all models and found between 50-68211

(depending on the statistic used) out of 75 models show a statistically significant differ-212

ence in DJF, and between 64-70 models show a statistically significant difference in SON.213

Using one realisation from each of the 28 CMIP6 models available, we find the fu-214

ture mean jet shift projected to be within -0.29-1.80◦N in DJF and within 0.52-2.58◦N215

in SON within 80% of the models. As such, there is a significant agreement about the216

poleward shift in SON of the NPJ and a general leaning towards poleward shift for DJF217

(Fig 4b&c).218

4 Discussion and Conclusions219

In this study, we found that the observed wintertime North Pacific Jet (NPJ) has220

been moving polewards at a rate of 0.34–0.85◦N per decade between 1980-2022, and this221

trend is robust to any combination of jet statistics and reanalysis. Consistent with re-222

cent research in other regions (e.g. Martin, 2021; Woollings et al., 2023), it is likely that223

the gradual extension of the data record, up to 2022 here, is producing significant trends224

which are emerging outside of natural variability in winter. Consistent with recent re-225

search in other regions (e.g. Martin, 2021; Woollings et al., 2023), it is likely that the226

gradual extension of the data record, up to 2022 here, is producing significant trends which227

are emerging outside of natural variability in winter. These trends also appear clearest228

in the most recent decades, so the trend may not exist with the last decade removed from229

the record (e.g. see discussion of similar work done on trends in jet waviness in Black-230

port & Screen, 2020).231

No direct correlation was found between the NPJ position and tropical or Arctic232

amplification or polar vortex strength in this time frame, so we do not discover any im-233

mediate causation for these trends. While this seemingly opposes what we may expect234

in modelling research, it is likely that these dynamics of these forcing on the position of235

the NPJ have not yet become fully apparent in the observational record, or have only236

recently emerged from natural variability (Peings et al., 2018; Woollings et al., 2023).237

The influence of the tug-of-war between AA-TA and the changes to the Polar Strato-238

sphere have all been shown to control the climatological jet position in modelling stud-239

ies (Peings et al., 2019). However, to study the dynamical relationship between broader240

climate change and the shifting or narrowing (e.g. Peings et al., 2018) of the NPJ would241

require a more detailed study of causation (Oudar et al., 2020). Additionally, recent work242

has proposed a mechanism that relates this poleward trend in the wintertime NPJ to the243

observed movement of the northern edge of the Hadley Cell (Menzel et al., 2024).244

Using CMIP6 ScenarioMIP, we found the annual position of the NPJ to continue245

to extend poleward, consistent with findings of the movement of lower tropospheric jet246

streams and upper level zonal winds (e.g. Rivière, 2011; Harvey et al., 2020; Oudar et247

al., 2020). We found an equatorward bias of the CMIP6 versus the reanalyses, also shown248

in previous studies (e.g. Harvey et al., 2020; Oudar et al., 2020). We see no clear pat-249

tern between the shift shown in the models and the similarity to the four reanalysis sets.250

The extent to which this bias in CMIP6 obfuscates the NPJ latitude shift requires fur-251

ther research, but we were able to indicate that there is also a metric uncertainty asso-252

ciated with the extent of this bias in the North Pacific (Figure 3).253

A robust poleward shift is seen in the SON end-of-century North Pacific jet posi-254

tion in SSP5-8.5 that is robust to internal variability and metric, model uncertainty. How-255

ever, there is still some uncertainty about the magnitude of the shift varying between256

0.5-2.6◦ N considering the 2.5%-97.5% confidence interval of the models. The inter-model257

spread has a larger relative uncertainty than the metric choice in estimating this shift.258

Moreover, as with most analyses, we demonstrate that statistics are still important when259

studying the North Pacific jet.260
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In conclusion, we have indicated that using multiple statistics developed for a sim-261

ilar purpose in a standardised manner can be useful for assessing the uncertainty in es-262

timating the climatological jet. The NPJ is coupled to surface conditions through heat263

and moisture transport and the storm tracks (Shaw et al., 2016), so understanding how264

its mean position is changing (regardless of whether direct causation to larger climatic265

changes can be drawn) is vital for understanding the trajectory of the mid-latitude cli-266

mate in the 21st century.267
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Figure S1. As for Fig. 3, but for Winter (DJF).
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Figure S2. As for Fig. 3, but for Spring (MAM).
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Figure S3. As for Fig. 3, but for Summer (JJA).
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Figure S4. As for Figure 3, but for Autumn (SON).
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Figure S5. As for Figure 4a, but for Autumn (SON).
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Table S1. Models and modelling centres of CMIP6 simulations used are listed

in the first two columns. The number of realisations from the historical, SSP1-2.6,

SSP2-4.5, SSP3-7.0, SSP5-8.5 experiments are shown in the remaining columns. See

https://www.ametsoc.org/PubsAcronymList for expansions of modelling centre and model name

acronyms.

Model name Modelling centre historical SSP1-2.6 SSP2-4.5 SSP3-7.0 SSP5-8.5
ACCESS-CM2 CSIRO-ARCCSS 1 1 1 1 1
ACCESS-ESM1-5 CSIRO-ARCCSS 2 2 2 2 2
CanESM5 CCCma 19 19 19 19 19
CESM2-WACCM NCAR 3 1 1 1 4
CMCC-CM2-SR5 CMCC 1 1 1 1 1
CMCC-ESM2 CMCC 1 1 1 1 1
CNRM-CM6-1 CNRM-CERFACS 6 6 6 6 6
CNRM-ESM2-1 CNRM-CERFACS 2 2 2 2 2
EC-Earth3 EC-Earth-Consortium 1 1 1 1 1
EC-Earth3-CC EC-Earth-Consortium 1 0 0 0 1
EC-Earth3-Veg EC-Earth-Consortium 1 1 1 1 1
FGOALS-g3 CAS 1 1 1 1 1
GFDL-CM4 NOAA-GFDL 1 0 0 0 1
HadGEM3-GC31-LL MOHC 4 0 0 0 4
HadGEM3-GC31-MM MOHC 4 0 0 0 4
INM-CM4-8 INM 1 1 1 1 1
INM-CM5-0 INM 1 1 1 1 1
IPSL-CM6A-LR IPSL 3 3 3 3 3
KACE-1-0-G NIMS-KMA 1 1 1 1 1
MIROC-ES2L MIROC 7 0 0 0 7
MIROC6 MIROC 1 1 1 1 1
MPI-ESM1-2-HR DKRZ 1 1 1 1 1
MPI-ESM1-2-LR MPI-M 1 1 1 1 1
MRI-ESM2-0 MRI 1 1 1 1 1
NorESM2-LM NCC 1 1 1 1 1
NorESM2-MM NCC 1 1 1 1 1
TaiESM1 AS-RCEC 1 1 1 1 1
UKESM1-0-LL MOHC 6 6 6 6 6
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